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THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE CHURCH IN WALES 

CORFF LLYWODRAETHOL YR EGLWYS YNG NGHYMRU 

 

Explanatory Note Representative Body Motions 

 

The Governing Body is asked to approve three motions relating to property.  These have 

arisen as part of a careful study of the recommendations on property within the Church in 

Wales Review.   

 

Background 

The Representative Body’s Property Committee looked at the original recommendations 

relating to property within the Review.  A survey of parishes to understand their key challenges 

and support needs was undertaken and Dioceses were consulted.  As a result of this work, the 

Representative Body endorsed various proposals as follows: 

 

1. Encourage Diocesan Inspectors to share knowledge and expertise across Diocesan 

teams 

2. Investigate Diocesan structures to combine expertise and improve efficiency 

3. Encourage Dioceses to consider funding a part time post focussed on church support 

4. Review the workload of the provincial property department with a view to finding ways 

to support redundant churches and their re-use more effectively 

5. A network of self employed specialists should be recruited to help parishes manage and 

plan the treatment of contents when a church is closing (funded from sale proceeds). 

6. The Church Sales Regulations should be widened to permit proceeds of sale to be used 

for works to churchyards (owned by the Representative Body) where such works 

address a substantial physical danger to property or persons. 

7. Use of the Parsonage Improvement Fund should be widened to permit the creation of 

parish offices in other buildings owned by the Representative Body where the 

Parsonage is unsuitable for geographical, practical or pastoral reasons to provide such 

facilities.  The first call on the Fund should still be the provision of decent housing for 

clergy by purchase or improvement. 

 

The Proposed Motions 

The last three of these recommendations require changes to the Constitution and the motions 

on the agenda would permit these.  The following comments are made on each of the sections 

of the motions: 

 

1. i This would allow the commissioning of direct, paid support to Parishes charged 

 with managing the closure process of their church and ensure consistency whilst 

 speeding up the closure and redundancy process. 
1. ii The burden of churchyards and the physical danger they represent is 

 acknowledged and this recommendation would give some greater freedom to 

 use proceeds of sale of churches to address serious problems. 

 



2 This motion would mean that the insurance of a closing church would transfer to 

 the Representative Body after the last service is held (rather than at redundancy 

 as now).  This would reduce direct costs to parishes albeit that these costs could 

 be deducted from eventual sale proceeds.  Net sale proceeds can be used, under 

 the Church Sales Regulations for works to other churches in the parish or 

 group.  Public Liability insurance held by the Parish would continue until 

 redundancy to ensure their ongoing liabilities are protected. 

 

3 This recommendation is a limited widening of Parsonage Improvement Funds but 

 acknowledges that within a Ministry Area structure, a parish office may be 

 needed and that the parsonage may not always be in the best location to provide 

 it. 

 

 

 

Alex Glanville 

Head of Property Services 
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